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Abstract:  The 'reaction K p+K A A p has been measured at 25 and 40 Gev/c

at the Serpukhov Proton Accelerator. The production cross-section

at 25 and 40 GeV/c as a function of momentum transfer and KTrA mass

is presented, and results of the partial wave analysis of the KNA

system yielding information about Q(1300)-, K*(1400)- and L(1770)-

MASTER
mesons, are discussed.
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1.  Introduction

During the period 1970-1972 the CERN-IHEP Boson Spectrometer has been

operating in a 25/40 Gev/c negative beam of the Serpukhov Proton Accelerator.

1/              2/
Data on the inclusive reactions A-p +X p-  and K p + X  - 'a s well as particular

51
decay modes  of  the X systems  such  as  X  +   (3ir) -  3431   and  X  +   (KTr) -  -    have  been

published.  Here we present results about the K lr-7r  decay mode for XK- masses

2

between 1.0 and 2.0 GeV in the momentum transfer interval between 0.05-0.60(GeV/c) .

-  --+
2.  Measurement, Selection and Identification of the K p+K t A p Events

Apart from 4 Cherenkov counters in the.beam, used for the identification of

5I
the incident K-mesons,   and a slightly different ,trigger-    , to select a wider

momentumJ transfer interval  to the proton, the apparatus and event selection  are

identical to those used in the analysis of the reaction 1-p + A-1-T p.  We

therefore discuss only briefly the apparatus here, and refer to previous publica-

3 4/
tions-L  for details about the experimental setup and a discussion of the experi-

mental resolutions.

The trigger demands an incident K-meson interacting inside the liquid

hydrogen target, thereby producing a slow recoil proton detected in the proton

telescope. Events that satisfy the following criteria are selected in the off-

line'.analysia:

(a)  an incident particle, identified as a K-meson in the four gas threshold

Cherenkov counters and measured by the beam hodoscopes. About 2% of

the beam particles  are  K -mesons; the A-contamination   in the selected

K-· sample is below   2%.

(b) a proton, momentum analyzed by time-of-flight and range, measured by

the two wire chambers of the proton telescope. Events with proton

momenta above 220 Mev/c are accepted.
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(C) three tracks measured   in   the
 

forward spectrometer, originating   from

the intersection of beam track and proton track inside the liquid

hydrogen target. At least two of them have to be measured in the

spark chambers behind the magnet and are thus momentum analyzed.

(d) the three constraints of momentum conservation are used to perform a

kinematic fit and test if there are only four particles in the final

2state.  Events with a X  probability exceeding 0.02 are accepted.

(e)  We do not use a Cherenkov counter to identify the outgoing particles.

We have examined care fully the problem, j introduced  by  the  lack  of

direct determination of which negative outgoing track is the K- and

:.SE,     ,.s    ,-.Which    is    the    9-.        This two-fold ambiguity   can be resolved   -    in

principle - by kinamatic fitting.  Basically one can choose the correct

hypothesis (A = K- or B = K-) by comparing e = (E-p )) -   (E-*D  )1.Ll out l.li.:.7.mn

for the two hypbtheses, provided the measurement error, de, on E,

is small compared to the difference in E, AE· = | EA-EB | ' between the

t
R,

two assignments .  Fig. la shows the distribution in 6 E in our experi-

1 2,) tt
ment by displaying the distribution in E for the reaction pp + pt A p.

Fig. lb shows the distribution in AE for all KAA events at 40 GeV.

We have adopted the procedure of removing from the analysis events

with AE.  < 3 MeV,  and to assign the remaining events to the hypothesis

with the smaller value of |E|.  The effect of the cut is easily taken

into   account in fitting   the data. (ggeeSactiani13)'2.   ThaceSfgattoS Fthee

remaining misidentified events, is less easy to ascertain.  We will

t    If Eoth particles are
relativistic AE 6 · (m -m ) |  - -  .  ·

The error,  6€,  is

due essentially to multiple scattering of the recoil proton: 6€ 6 pR6eR.

tt
For this reaction, there are practically no ambiguities, because of thS large

2                          -       -
M  difference between p and A .

.

, '.

J
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return to this question in Section 4d.

(f)  For events of the type KKKP (Kppp) interpreted as KTrAP events, the (E-PL)

balance is shifted by at least 11(45) MeV.  These events are thus easily

removed   by the requirement     | E  |.     <  7.5    Mev.

The number of events thus selected are shown in Table I.

3.  The Partial Wave Method

The partial-wave method is used to extract the physical information from the

6/
data.  The method is described in detail elsewhere- ; here we only show Fig. 2

as a pictorial description ef the method. The unknown parameters of our model

are the. elements   of   the KTrA density matrix, which measure the intensities   of   and

rd
interferences between different J M states of the KTT system (spin, parity, 3

component   of spin relative to Gottfried Jackson   axes)  ,    and the eempmer coupling
0

constants of the different decay modes of the KAT states. The (KT) systems of

0

spin Sl and the (TA)  systems of spin S2 are parametrized by.the known resonances

(see Table II). Interactions between the K and the # are neglected. We use

the maximum likelihood method to determine the unknown parameters for the different

s, t and m -bins from the data, taking into account both the acceptance and
K7T9T

inefficiency of the spectrometer as well as the "inefficiency" due to the removal

of ambiguous events.  This is done by calculating the normalization integral of

the likelihood function by Monte Carlo techniques, weighting every, event by the

acceptance of the apparatus and removing events with a AE (see 2e) of less than

3 MeV, By ,maginlizi;ng- the likelihood function we obtain the best estimates of

the model as well as the acceptance for the s, t, and m     intervals investigated.I<7rlT

Fig. 3 shows the acceptance of the spectrometer and the ambiguity-cut as a function

of KAA mass at 40 GeV/c.

4.  Results

(a) Effective mass spectra:

We will show only histograms of the 40 GeV/c data, the 25 GeV/c data
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being of low statistical significance.  Fig. 4 shows the measured K1A

mass   distribution   for all events,   and the "unambiguous" events    (i.e.

2
AE > 3 MeVlin the momentum transfer interval 0.05 - 0.60 (GeV/c) 1.

8/
The. 1.2-1.4 GeV region is dominated by a broad bump known as the Q-bump- ;

8/         +
around 1.75 there is indication for the L-bump- .  The K-A  spectrum of

Fig. 5a) is dominated by the K*(890) and shows indication of a weak

K**(1420).  There is a significant, but weak p°·signal in the x A

spectrum of Fig. 5b).  Comparing the * A- distribution for ambiguous and

unambiguous events we see that the Kt ambiguity is most important in

·the   p   region:   mt*td:%.945.ft:.9-4.#F#ats. ·:pbit.4..i.fl«r30 (M,#44$,   4.&:44*''·R*·/l«*1.9*.:i.         ..1

geas:Eake.S :.12.Re fk-4.jin,·t- e,-('A,LV>°1 91,sttem,5.4n:+ thepp·.1.'*-49.il#n•1·  ·:'· . ' j···': ··

(b)  Cross section for the reaction K-p + K-w-A p vs. momentum transfer and

K7T7T mass.

In the momentum transfer interval accepted  by the apparatus    (00 05,    <  |t|

2
< 0.60   (GeV/c)   ) the differential cross section  is well described  by

the function:

- -r   (m         ,t)   =  A(m        )    exp (b (m        ) |t|    ' 4
ditl K  7T K7r7T K  7T

Table III shows the dependence of the slope parameter b on KNA mass for

the data at 25 and 40 Gev/c. The value of b decreases smoothly from

about 14 (GeV/c)-2 at 1.2 GeV to about 7 (GeV/c)2 at 2.2 GeV.  The values

found at 25 and 40 GeV/c are consistent within their measurement error.

Assuming that the exp(bt) dependence can be extrapolated, we obtain

the integrated cross section 0(m   ) which is shown in Table III.
K Tr

(c)      Partial wave decomposition  of the K'Irlr· ·system

The major problem of the partial wave analysis of our data is that there

are many unknown parameters to fit a rather modest number of events.

Having found a remarkable similarity between our KA*p data and our #*Ap

3,4/
data- , we profit from our experience of the analysis of the 3A
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system when choosing the states which we include in the partial wave analysis.

Table IV lists the hypothesis used.

We   include   in our analysis a non-interfering phase space   term    ("FLAT")

hoping that it might indicate the omission of important states in the

analysis.  The two S-wave decay amplitudes of the 0- state, 0-(S + KEO

and 0-(S + 27T), are so similar in all five decay variables, (i.e. essentially

flat) that they cannot be determined separately from the data.  We there-

fore   exclude   the  wave  0- (S  +  K1)    from the hypothesis.

(

Fig. 6 shows the m dependence of the different spin parity
K T7T

states. The error bars reflect not only the statistical uncertainty

but also the effect on the solution due to the inclusion of additional

states in the analysis.  The phase space term "FLAT" is consistent with

0 in all m-_ intervals. The Q-region (1.2-1.5 GeV) is dominated by the
KTT Tr

+1  state, which is mainly M=O i n the Gottfried Jackson system.  The

+
2,M=1 state shows a small enhancement between 1.4 and 1.5 GeV -a n

indication for production  of the K**(1420) meson. In the same mass bin
*-*

the 0- state shows an enhancement.  The big error bars on the 0- intensity

reflect the variation of the number of events in this state when additional

states are allowed in the analysis.  Above 1.5 GeV the 2- state shows the

biggest enhancement, suggesting that a 2  wave is responsible for the L-

enhancement. However, we do not have sufficient statistics in this mass

region to investigate the influence of higher partial waves.

(d) The Q-system

+
Next we investigate the 1  state below 1.5 GeV. In the partial wave fit

we allow for two different polarizations and four different decay modes

+
of the 1 state (see Table IV). Their intensities (for M = 0) as a

function of Klrlr mass are sahown:jin iBig. 9.   The K*Tr S-wave decay mode

dominates the Q-region. We remark that the relative intensity

+ +
1 (S + Kp)/1 (S + K*A) is quite sensitive to the removal of ambiguous

events. In the KAA mass interval 1.2-1.4 GeV we find a ratio of
-J
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0.25+0.05 if none of the ambiguous events are removed and 0.13+0.05

if all events with AE < 3 Mev (see 2e) are removed.

Due to the limited number of measured events we cannot afford a

wider AE-cut.  To investigate the influence of the ambiguous events

further we generated Monte Carlo events according to the results of the

likelihood fit, faked the experimental resolution, and assigned the Kn'7Tp

hypothesis to the Monte Carlo events in the same way as described in

2(8) for the measured events.  The partial wave analysis of the Monte

Carlo data in the mass interval m = 1.2-1.4 GeV with a AE cut of 3 MeV
ICIT'IT

f. 3·
yieldsFOi21+0.03 for the intensity ratio 1  (S + Kp) /1  (S + K*7T).  This

is significantly bigger than the value of 0.13 used as input for the Monte

Carlo generation. We thus estimate a branching ratio

 1+ (S   +   K P)    1
BR I   1=   0.05+0.10

< 1   (S  +  K*TV

for the reaction   K-p   +   K-1-A p   at   40   GeV/c   in   the   KAN-interval    1.2-1.4   Gev.

+
We thus conclude that our data are compatible with zero genuine 1 (S + Kp)

events,    and   that the fraction   of   1  (S   + Kp) events obtained   from   the

partial wave analysis can be explained by ambiguous events with AE * 3 MeV.

We were surprised to find within 4° the same relative phase between

1  (S  + K*T)   and  1  (S+Kp) waves  from the partial wave analysis  of  the  real

data and the Monte Carlo events.  This suggests that this relative phase,

which is well determined by the likelihood fit, just results from the

wrongly assigned KTrrT events.

+
In,order to find out if the 1 (S + K*A) peak corresponds to a

tesonance we investigate its interference phase with several other partial

waves as a function of KTrTr mass. In Fig. 8 we have selected interference

phases which seem to be determined with reasonable accuracy and do not

change significantly when other small states.are included in the hypothesis.
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Eor comparison with other experiments, we also included the interference

+
phase with the. 1  (S + Kp) wave although we attach no physical meaning to

+
it.  For a 1 (S + K*A) resonance we expect all interference phases to

+
increase by 900 over the width of the 1 (S + K*A) peak.  As all the phases

are constant within the big experimental uncertainties we conclude that

the  1  (S  +  K*Tr)   wave   does not "resonate"   in the Q-region.     We  have  also

+t
measured the polarization density matrix  o f  the   1     state   in the Gottfried· ·

Jackson system  for  the mass region  1.1-1.5.  GeV  and the momentum transfer

2
interval 0.05-0.6 (GeV/c) . The results are shown in Table V for four

mass bins between 1.1 and 1.5 GeV. The M=1 component is small but

significant and within the errors independent of KKA mags.  The table also

lists the values of the density matrix element p in the Gottfried Jackson
01

system assuming helicity conservation in the s-channel system.  The polari-

+
zation density matrix is very similar to that of the 1  state measured at,

- - + 3.4/
the same energy in the reaction 7Tp + 'IT Tr Tr p- 1

We finally compare in Figs. 9 and 10 several distributions of the data

in the mass interval 1.2-1.4 Gev with the result of the likelihood fit.

+
The agreement is satisfactory. For the 1 (S + K*A) wave in the interval

2
1.2-1.4 Gev and the momentum transfer interval 0.05-0.60 (GeV/c) we

measure a cross section

Aa = 26 + 3 (5)Ub at 40 GeV/c.

The estimated systematic error is given in parenthesds.

5)  The K**(1420)-system

+     tt
The 2 wave shows a. narrow peak around 1.4 Gev (see Fig. 6) which we

t   The same polarization is assumed for all decay modes ef the 1  state in this

analysis.

tt                             +
We have assumed that the  2  -·wave.is  in a state  | 2  1> +  | 2 -1> similar to the

3,4/
2 · ·wave    (A2)    in the reaction   7rp + 7rirTrp   at   25   and   40  GeV/c.- [See Table   IV]
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interpret as K**(1420) signal.  In Fig. 11 we show the mass dependence

+
of the two decay modes of the 2 -·state which we assumed in the partial

wave  fit   (2  (D  +  K*Tr),   2  (D  +  K p) ) . The entire signal  is  due  to  the

(K*7T) decay mode.

From a fit in the mass interval 1.30-1.54 GeV and the momentum

2                                  +
transfer interval 0,05-0.55 (GeV/c) we obtain the number of 2 events

displayed in Table VI.  The corresponding cross sections, as well as

the cross section  for  K** (1420) production   in the reaction  K p +  (Klr) -p

at the same energy and momentum transfer interval, are also given. From

this we derive the branching ratios:

/K**(1420) - + (K*T)- 
BE.I 1 = 0.65 + O.13 (0.12)

 K** (1420) -  +   (Kir) - /

BR         -

(K**(1420)- + (Kp)-  
J= 0.03 + 0.03

<K** (1420)    +  (K*ir) 7
The errors in parentheses are the estimated systematic errors, the

corresponding values from the particle data table  are 0.54 t O.06

and 0.31 + 0.10. The small number of events does not permit a determina-

tion of the polarization density matrix, nor a measurement of the mass

dependence of the phase of the K**(1420) propagator.  For the relative

phase of K**(1420) wave to 1 (S + K**)·.wave we find (+10 + 35)° at

mk   = 1420 MeVo

(f) The L-system

*The  :L  'apprearts, a'se as,shou,lde*.1 atlabou*r: lig  GeN  'i·n7rthesK1r.lr·,massrospeetrilm. of. Fig.4.

tSelecting events      in   the   KATr· ·mass interval   1.6-1.9 Gev yields   the   mK-·rr+

and m + _ spectra of Fig. 12.  There is evidence for strong K*(890) and

K** (1420) production as well as for possible p (765) production.   Fig.  13

t Here  we  do  not  cut out ambiguous events,  we just thoosetthe' chyputheses· 'which

yield the smaller 6E.
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shows the K**(1420) #- effective mass spectrum (1.32,<<m < 1.52 GeV).
KTr

A prominent enhancement is seen, centered at about 1.75 GeV with a

width of about 0.3 Gev.  Fig. 14 shows for events in the L-region

(m-- = 1.6-1.9 GeV) the distribution of cos0 where 01  is the polarKTT'Ir TT+'

+
angle of the 1   from the decay of the K** (1420) . The angular distribu-

tion of Fig. 14 suggests that the L enhancement is mainly spin parity

2- with spin projection M=0 i n the Gotttried··Jackson system and S-wave

decay into (K** A-).  The angle is measured in the K**(1420)·-frame from

the KAN-Gottfried-Jackson axes.  For a 9-wave decay of the KAA system

into K**# with polarization M = 0, we expect the distribution 82(cos8  )2.

The data follow such a distribution approximately.

Similar results are obtained from the partial wave analysis.  Fig. 6

suggests that the 2- state is responsible for the L-enhancement.  Fig. 15

shows different decay modes of the 2- state.  The (K**A)-decay mode

peaks in the L-region, but with the available statistics it is impossible

to prove or disprove other decay modes, nor to measure polarization or

phase of the propagator of the 2 ·,state.

This analysis yields a cross-section of

80     =6+1       (1)  lib

for the reaction K-p + L-p

 +    K**  (1 4 2 0)     lr-

1   -tI K W

at 40 GeV/c for the mass interval 1.6-1.9 GeV and the momentum transfer

interval 0.05-0.60 (GeV/c)2, where the L is defined.as the 2- state.

5.  Discussion of the Results and Conclusions

(a)  Comparison with the reaction 7T-p -4- 7T-7T-7F+p d  40 GeV/c

-  --+
The low mass 31 system produced at 40 GeV/c in A p +T A A p has been

03,4/
measured in the same experiment- 0 The reactions Kp + KTr7Tp and
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Ap + AEAp show many similarities, which we will discuss in this section:

Apart  from  a mass shift  of the order  of  K* (890)   and  p (765) mass difference,

37T  and  KlnT mass spectra   look very similar: practically no events below

P  (K*7T)    threshold, a sharp   rise   to   a peak about   300 Mev above this thres-

held with a width of 300 MeV, then another, less important, peak about

200 Mev above f (1265)7T    (K** (1420)7T) threshold   with   300 Mev width. Both

reactions are dominated by resonances (p, f and K*, K**) in the neutral

t
two meson systems. The close similarity between the two reactions

extends to the decay distribution of the three meson system.  Thus it is

not too surprising that the partial wave analysis yields very similar
+

results for both reactions: the low mass peak has mainly spin parity 1

with S-wave decay  into  p  (K*7T) and polarization  M  =  0  in the Gottfried·

Jackson system.  Other states like 0- and 2- are dlearly present, but

significantly weaker. In both channels there is good evidence that the

+
1  states do not have the rapid phase-change characteristic of a Breit

+
Wigner resonance. At the upper edge of the 1  ,-peak a resonance is found

in the 2  wave (A2(1315) and K**(1420)).  The main decay mode of the A2
= -*.--t--'ll--.+I   --=          ...

is D':-wave into PT.   The K** has other dominant decay modes besides··D-wave

+
into K*A Therefore the 2  resonance appears stronger in the 3A system

than in the KYA system.  The Breit Wigner resonance behavior of the A2

-"»
is well established from measurements of the A2 propa«ator phase in the   -

MI---
31 decay mode and the appearance of an A2 signal in several different

decay modes; for the K** the statistics of this experiment are too lew

for measuring the propagator phase, and its resonance character is

t
As there are two identical A mesons in the 3A reaction, there are two A A- mass

combinations per event. The dominance of the PY is therefore not immediately

obvious from  tliie-At A-·:;mass:distributions.
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deduced from the presence of different decay modes.  The peaks at higher

masses  *han the 2  resonances  have spin parity  2   and are called A3 (1640)
.--

and L(1770) respectively. In the 3A experiment we have sufficient events
--*
to establish that the A3 is a non-resonating ft threshold effect, with

lower statistics the data in the KTrt channel suggest that the L might

be similarly a K**A threshold effect.                                              1

The strong correlation between sloperdftbhe   differert€i,al ccross«seetiion

and 3-meson mass is another similarity between production of 37T and KinT

-2
systems  at high energy. AtI:plr (K*lr) threshold a slope of about  14 (Gev/c)

significantly steeper than the slope of elastic scattering is found, at

higher masses the slope decreases towards a value of 5 to 7 (GeV/c)-2.

Finally we remark that the production cross-sections for low mass 31

and KlnT systems   are   o f   the same order of magnitude. More quantitatively,

at 40 GeV/c we find an integrated production cross-section for a 200 Mev

mass band at the Al (Q) peak of:t

m   = 1.1-1.3 GeV a    = 128+3 (13)Ub
37T 37T                 -

m   = 1.2-1.4 Gev             a    = 97+4 (10)Ub
X1TlT Klrlr             -

The   ratio  a   /9   ·      =   1.3+0.2    is @ons istent   with the ratio   of the total
37F KlilT

5/
inelastic cross-sections- measured at 40 GeV/c.

a  Oinelastic)
Ap = (24.36+0.07 - 3.32+0.06)mb = 1.16+0.01

a (inelastic) (20.49+0.08 - 2.33+0.03)mb       -
Kp                                         -                      -

(b) Cemparison with results from other experiments on Kp + KT[1Tp

In this section we compare our results with.results from bubble chamber

7,10,11/                   +     t+ - +       +
experiments on the reactions K p+K A A p and K-p + K'*-Aap.

Only   experiments   at high energy    (p.       "t   9   GeV/c)    and   with high statistics
lnC

are considered.

Shape of KTrt mass spectrum

All high statistics experiments agree that the Kll'7T spectrum in the Q

t Both statistical and systematic error (in parentheses) are quoted.
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region (1.2-1.5 GeV) cannot be described by a single Breit Wigner

resonance above a smooth background. This is also clear from the flat

top of the Q-peak in the Kll'7T spectrum of this experiment  (Fig.  4) .

There are experiments which find a more or less significant substructure

in the Q-peak, others have a sm6oth shape similar to the mass spectrum

of this experiment.  Two Breit Wigner resonances with parameters ml = 1250 MeV,

I.1 2, 100 MeV and #2 = 1400 MeV and I' 2 140 MeV above a smooth background

12/
seem to fit all spectra well-- .

There is also general agreement on a peak in the L-region (m = 1.6-1.9
KIT  T

GeV). Mass values around 1760 MeV and values for the width between 60 and

8/250 MeV are quoted- . Our experiment favors a large width, about 300 MeV.

Spin Parity of the Q-regien

Most of the analysRs done so far investigated either moments of the

distribution in the decay angles of the KIT  system or the distribution of

events over the KTrA Dalitz plot. There is general agreement that spin

parity 1  with polarization M=O i n the Gottfried Jackson system is

+
dominant. In addition, there is evidence for M 0 0 components of the 1

state and possibly for other states like 0-, 2- and 2 .  The authors of

Ref. 7 made a complete partial wave analysis of the KITA system fitting

simultaneously the distribution of the events in all five decay variables.

-  --+
Their results on K p+K A A p a t 1 0 and 16 GeV/c are very similar to

+our results at 40.GeV/c: the 1  M=0 state dominates; next in importance

is:-·tha,.0-r state:3Whitah- iseems to peak around 1.4 GeV and the 2- state.  The

M = 1 component of the 1  state is weak but significant (see Table V).

Around   1.4   GeV this experiment finds an indication   of   the   K** (1420)  .

The results of the partial wave analysis thus suggest that the flat-

top shape of the KrIT mass spectrum is due to a 1  peak (m 0 1300,

r 2 300 MeV), a 0- peak (m % 1450 Mev, F % 100 MeV) and the 2  peak of

+
the K** (1420) meson and not due to a double structure of the  1 -·state.
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+
Decay analysis of the 1  state in the Q-region

Previous analysis of the KTrrr final state show a wide range of results

for the branching ratio for 1 (S + Kp)/1 (S + K*A) in the final state

t+-
K '0- Tr . We believe that this is due in part to the effect of mis-

identified events (]6,1*:tf, ambiguity) and in part to simplifying assumptions

about spin-parity states and decay modes contributing to the Q-region.

i+-
If one disregards  the  K  7T  7T   ·data in these analyses and infers the ratio

1+ -
in the K Tr Tr .channel from the results obtained by the same authors

+
from the K°NoK- channel, which   is   free   from   the KTr ambiguity,    one   con-

cludes   that   a (Kp/K*7T) intensity ratio   of   0.15+0.05   is in reasonable

agreement with the data.  Our results at 40 Gev/c suggest a somewhat lower

intensity ratio (0.05+0.10),  and are compatible with (Ze« :Ko P.9,,,con;tri-

.·,:. ·:'   ·t·    biltion-·ta:ithe  lt.:state., pIhivieknof  thesabovetwal,suggest·:tha€,1  Eesdntl datag

dincluding,touri own; -are-ihsufficient to conclude  very much about a possible
+

sub-structure of the 1 · state in the Q-region from the variation of the

(Kp/K*7T) -ratio and even less from the (Kp/K*7T)··relative phase.  In

+
particular, we see no experimental evidence for the existence of two 1

13/resonances in the Q-region-- .

In addition to interference phases between partial waves with the

same spin parity, the partial wave analysis also allows one to measure

interference phases between states 6f different spin parity.  The inter-

ference phase of the 1 (S + K*A) state, with the 2- (P + K*A) wave, which

is   reasonably well determined experimentally, is independent  of  KTriT  mass

within experimental errors.  This suggests that the 1 (S + K*A) peak in

the Q-region is not a simple Breit Wigner resonance.

K** (1420) meson

t
This experiment has determined the branching ratio

t The errors given the statistical and the systematic in parentheses.
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K**(1420)    +  (K* 4--   =   0.6510.13   (5).12)   at  40  GeV/c.K** (1420)    +  (K )

8/
''        This value agrees with the branching ratio measured at lower energy- ,

thus confirming the results of Ref. 5 that the production cross section

-(0.8+0.2)a (K-p + K** (1420)p) decreases  like p. - -    .  No evidence for
lnC

the  decay  K** (1420)   +  Kp   has been found.

L(1770) region

The main conclusion about the 1.6-1.9 m interval which can be drawn
I<Tr Tr

from this experiment is that many partial spin parity states with several

decay modes Contilibute signi ficantly,   and   that an order  of magnitude

more statistics is needed to disentangle the different partial waves.

Within statistics, the data are compatible with spin parity 2  and dominant

decay  mode   K** (1420* S-wave   for   the   peak   in the L-region, in analogy

to the ft threshold enhancement in the 3N reaction (A3).

(c)  Conclusions

The spin parity analysis of the Klr  system measured in the reaction

K-p + K E-lr p at 40 GeV/c yields the following resultss

(i) The Q region is dominated by a single 1  peak with K*A S-wave decay,
+

no evidence for the KP decay mode is found.

+(ii) The phase   of   the   1   (S +   K*Tr)    wave   in the Q-region is independent

of KrrA mass, suggesting that the Q is no ordinary Breit Wigner

resonance.

+
(iii) The polarization of the 1  state in the Q-region determined in the

Gottfried Jackson system is mi£nly M=0, the M=1 component being

small but significant.

(iv) Evidence for the K*A decay mode of the K**(1420) meson is found at   i

-0.8+0.240 GeV/c, confirming the p. -    decrease of the productioninc

cross section with beam momentum.          ··
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Table I.

Statistics of the events used in the analysis

Running Period Oct. 1971 Oct. 1971 Jan 1972 April 1972 April 1972
0

Incident momentum 40 25 40 40 25

[GeV/c]

Number of raw triggers 81,500 21,000 120,000 180,000 100,000
1-'

4

Number of KnA events 1,662 485 2,489 3,345 2,196

8             8              8              8                 8

Number of inc. K-mesons 1.59*10 0.42*10 2.34*10 3.92*10 1.91*10
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Table II

+- +Parametrization of K 1  (x A-) amplitudes

2                -1
AS.(sj) = (mS  - sm - ims.YS.)

J                 j                   J    J

-                           /      \2S  +1  m

Y    (s.)  =  r       111     j        Sj
0. J S.I q  ,

1                   1  \   0/             44
- 

m r
j       particle       S,        name of        S.         S.

J                                      J                J
system resonance

[MeV] [Mev]

0           K 1320 600
1        (Kf)°         1 K*(890) 892 50

(, N:.. 2 K**(1420) 1420 110I .

0            €            765
'

400
2        (ir,T)°         1           P 765 135

2           f 1269 154
.

ls, ...... mass of the particle system j
]

q. ...... center-of-mass momentum of the decay particles of
J system j in the j-center-of-mass frame

for   " /s.     =    m.
qo ······ q·J            J J
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Table III

Slope b of differential cross section and integrated cross section a

for K p +K Tr-Tr p; systematic errors are given in parenthesis

25 GeV/c 40 GeV/c

mb                   at          b                     aK  7T -2
[GeV] [(Gev/c)-21 [Ub] [(GeV/c) ] [Ub]

1.0-1.2 15.3+1.2 - 13.2+0.6 3 12.(1) )

1.2-1.4 10.4+0.4 119+5(12) 10.7+0.3 97+4 410 Y)

1.4-1.6 8.0+0.5 69+4 (7) 8.8+0.4 61+3(6)

1.6-2.0 8.4+0.5 - 7.8+0.5 65+3(7)

2.0-2.4 5.7+1.2 8.2+0.5 403,3 (8)

/

t
In some of the intervals the statistics are too low to perform the

partial wave analysis and determine the acceptance factor.
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Table IV

Partial waves included in the analysis of the

KKA system

P
State J (2)M                   m       intervalKAW

1.1-1.6 1:6=1:0

FIAT                            X         X

0- (S+K€7».M* Trh»KP').0             )                     X                            X

1 (S+K*·Ir/S+Kp »+Klr/P+Kg) 0           ,          X                            X

1 (S+K*lr/S+KpfP+Klr»+KE) 1       X

2 (P+K* /P+Kp) 0                 X         X

2- (S+K**lr/S+Kf»+K*Tr/P+Kp )0                                               X

+
2 (D+K*A/D+Kp)1                 X         X

Partial waves in the same line are assumed to be

coherent; the 3rd component of spin M refers to

Gottfried Jackson axes; for the M=1 states only

31the natural parity exchange contribution-  is

considered.
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Table V

+
Polarization density matrix of the 1  state in the

0               9

Gottfried .3*61<goriasystem' 0€1(40/'Get«c  -·(Mt. eii·010510(30.·' ' Gh*)/c) *)

m    [GeV]
K7T7T

n                                                                                                                                                                                                                            ·   7

1.1-1.2 1.2-1.3 1.3-1.4 1.4-1.5

Natural 0.90+0.06 0.84+0.04 0.90+0.04 0.90+0.05
pOD -         -          -          -

Parity
Pil- 

0.09+0.06 0.15+0.04 0.08+0.04 0.10+0.05
1-1                  -                             -                             -                             -

Exchange    Re (P ) -0.14+0.04 -0.19+0.03 -0.14+0.03 -0.12+0.03
01                         -                               -                                -                                -

Im (p ) -0.05+0.15 -0.08+0.10 0.06+0.06 0.01+0.10
01          -            -            -

Unnatural
Parity P +P 0.01+0.06 0.01+0.03 0.02+0.03 0.00+0.05

11  1-1        -            -            -            -
Exchange

Value of Re(p ) ex-
01

pected for helicity -0.35 -0.35 -0.34 -0.33

conservation in the

s-channel
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Table VI . .

Cross section and number of events for the KAT decay modes

of the K** (1420) measured at 40 Gev/c and &|t| = 0.05-0.55(Gev/c)2

for   1.30   < m < 1.54 Gev.
K 7T

t
Reaction No. of events  cross section (Ub)

-         -

K p + K*01 p 222+40 4.1+0.7(+0.4)

1 -.+K 7T

K-p + K-pop 10+10 0.1+0.1

1 +-
LAT 7T

K-p  + (KIT)-  See Ref. [5] 14.211.4(2.1)

t The systematic errors are given in parentheses

1
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Figure Captions

Fig.1. a) Distribution   of   the (E-PL) balance for events   pp + Flr-lf p   at   40   Gev/c.

The width of + 3 Mev measures the experimental resolution.

b)  Abselute value of the difference in (E-p ) balance for the two hypothesesL

K-p  -0  K-7T-7T p  and  K-p  +  7T-K-7T p  at  40  GeV/c.

Fig. 2. Pictorial description for the model used for the partial wave analysis

of the K'rrr system.  A sum over different values of S, 2, is implied.

Fig.    3. Acceptance of magnetic spectrometer   for the reaction  K-p  +   (KAY) -p   at

40 GeV/c.

Fig. 4. The measured m 11 spectrum for ambiguous and unambiguous events at 40 Gav/c.

Fig.5.       a) The measured
InK-71'+

spectrum for ambiguous and unambiguous events   at   40   Gev/c.

' b)  The m spectrum.TATT

Fig. 6. Intensities of the different spin parity states for the reaction

K-p  +  K-lT-1T p   at   40   GeV/c. The notation   is   J Mn (spin parity,    3rd

component of spin in Gottfried Jackson system, exchanged spin parity).
+

Fig. 7. Intensities of the different decay modes of the 1  state.

Fig. 8. Interference phase of the 1 (S + K*A) wave with other partial waves.

See text, regarding phase relative  to  1  (S  + Kp).

Fig. 9. Comparison of the measured data (histogram) with the result of the

partial wave fit in the interval
mK,T7T

= 1.2-1.4 GeV.

04)  mK-At spectrum

b) my+,+
spectrum

c) mK-·Tr-
spectrum

Fig. 10. Comparison of the measured data with the result of the partial wave fit

in the interval m = 1.2-1.4 GeV.
K 7T

+
a)  a, azimuth of the A  in the 31 frame, measured from Gottfried Jackson axes.

+
b)  cos B, polar angle of A  in the same system.

-.

c)  y, angle between the decay plane of the (KT) system and the plane

-+
formed by K. and 7T

ln Out
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+.

Fig. 11. Intensities of the decay mode of the 2  wave.

Fig. 12. Dimeson masses for events with m = 1.6-1.9 GeV (L-region)
KIr'IT

a)  m- +K E              ·

b)  m +7T_

Fig. ·13. K** (1420) 7T  effective mass (m = 1.32-1.52 GeV).
K-7T+

Fig. 14. cos0 +, polar angle of the 1  from the K**(1420) decay in the K**(1420)

rest system relative to Gottfried Jackson axes:  for the decay chain

K-p +' L p

L+K** (1420)7r

1-4+K 7T

(m  = 1.6-1.9 Gev, m = 1.32-1.52 GeV)
L                 K**

Fig. 15. Intensities of the decay modes of the 2- state of the KTrA system.

' ,
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